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 Highlights and New Features 
 

Summary 
We are pleased to confirm there is an upgrade to the INX SAM Suite V 6.3.14. Within this 
version the following features and fixes have been applied. 

 

Highlights 
 

 

 

New Features 
 

1. SAM | Check Availability page has been enhanced to include +Advanced 
Forecasting details project names and the totals inclusive of forecasts 

 

 SAM Accommodation Arrivals Departures - Remove existing and Create New Drop-
Down Filters 
SAM Accommodation Arrivals Departures page has been enhanced to bulk select all 
Room Owners and can filter by Room status. 

Include Room Clean Status within SAM Accommodation Arrivals - Go Show bookings 
page  
SAM | Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals + Go Show | Room Search has been 
enhanced to include Room Clean status. 
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 Improvements 
 

1. SAM and Workflow has been improved to accept multiple email addresses for the 
final approver when a request was approved by final approver. 
 

2. Workflow has been improved to include a new Role - “Links Only” which provides 
access to the Links menu only. [#26507] 

 
3. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload has been improved to include a 

person’s first name and middle name in the ‘Christian Name’ column in the report, 
when running the report as a .csv file. [#14804]  

 
4. An improvement has been made to the TenementNumber column to have 80-

character length in SAM and Workflow. [#14893] 
 
5. SAM No Show page has been improved to include options for Travel Reasons, which 

are reported in SRF304 SAM No Show and SRF189 Transport No Show Go Show. 
[#14136] 

 
6. Workflow folio transport grid has been improved to include the full details of the 

transport selected.  [#27286] 
 
7. Workforce Report SRF287 has been improved to add / of criteria and include flight 

references REF# and RELOC# in the report.  [#13956] 
 
8. An improvement has been made within SAM | Rooms | Bookings by Room to include 

Booking Department in the results records.  [#27168] 
 
9. Improved SAM Accommodation Arrivals & Departures to restrict a SAM User level 

access to reschedule to drives, mark as No Show and Checkin. [#23668] [#26991] 
[#25864] 

 

https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/26507
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14804
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14893
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14136
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27286
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/13956
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27168
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/23668
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/26991
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/25864
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 Fixes 
 

1. Fixed an issue in Workflow site travel when adding and rescheduling a booking was 
throwing exception error.  
 

2. Fixed the SAM | Report | Check availability report to display the date in the correct 
format.  

 
3. Fixed an issue in SAM Cleaning where duplicate clean was created for today and 

tomorrow. 
 

4. Fixed an issue when rescheduling an on-site travel to overlap future booking, reschedule 
is processed without confirming on the affected bookings. 

 
5. Fixed an issue where a folio shortening of booking resulted in incorrect 

CC/Dep/Emp/PosId’s. 
 

6. Fixed an issue in Workforce Reporting SRF231 where the report was showing incorrect 
booking when filter by transport code prefix. [#14897] 

 
7. Fixed an issue in Workforce Report SRF173 to remove the display of inactive single 

sector flights from reports. [#14795] 
 

8. Fixed an issue when rescheduling a confirmed transport (carrier booking) to the same 
transport and date but with different booking attribute. 

 
9. Fixed an issue in Workforce Reporting where the SRF reports return the message 'There 

is no data to report for this criteria’, when camps are included with and without arrival 
and departure. 

 

 

https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14897
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14795
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